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It is common practice to characterize cells in polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) using electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and Tafel analysis, which require special equipment and operation procedures. Additionally, these
techniques are not suitable for large industrial size cells with very low impedances. We present a simpler approach based on a novel
evaluation of the current interrupt (CI) technique. The CI technique utilizes the voltage response after an instantaneous drop of
electric current to identify the ohmic resistance RΩ, charge transfer resistance Rct and double-layer capacity Cdl in a simplified
equivalent circuit (EC) of the cell. A direct link to results of typical EIS and Tafel analysis can be defined by using the improved CI
method which considers a non-linear activation resistance instead of a constant charge transfer resistance. Thereby, access to
equivalent information as the established standard method is granted, while being applicable to all cell and stack sizes without
requiring special equipment (e.g. impedance spectrometer). The agreement with experimental data is significantly improved over
the assumption of a constant charge transfer coefficient. Consistency of the proposed interpretation with explicit EIS and Tafel
analysis is demonstrated and options for industrial application of the evaluation scheme are discussed.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published on behalf of The Electrochemical Society by IOP Publishing Limited. This is an open access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. [DOI: 10.1149/
1945-7111/ad3057]
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List of Symbol
αa anodic charge transfer coefficient −
αc cathodic charge transfer coefficient −
ηi overpotential of component i V
τ time constant s
F faraday constant 96,485 C mol−1

R universal gas constant 8.314 J mol−1

ba anodic Tafel slope mV dec−1

c intercept with voltage axis for
regression of ηact over tlog( )

V

Cdl capacitance of double layer F cm−2

i0 exchange current density A cm−2

iΩ current density through membrane A cm−2

I1 current density one sampling interval
after CI

A cm−2

ict current density through charge
transfer resistance

A cm−2

Iinit current density before CI A cm−2

RΩ ohmic resistance Ω cm
Rct charge transfer resistance Ω cm
Ts sampling interval s
U1 cell voltage one sampling interval

after CI
V

Ucell cell voltage V
Uinit cell voltage before CI V
Urev reversible cell voltage V

The focus of this paper is the improvement of alternatives to
standard cell characterization techniques in polymer electrolyte
membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) targeting simplification as
well as application in an industrial environment.

PEMWE has been progressing toward one of the key technolo-
gies to produce green hydrogen.1,2 Apart from cost, efficiency and
degradation are still of concern.3–6 Therefore, cell characterization is
important to provide in situ information of a cell’s state which
allows to distinguish drivers for cell voltage increase. Repeated cell

characterization over time allows to track changes in the contribution
and therefore gain insights into degradation.1

In PEM lab cells, both for fuel cells and water electrolysis, a
standard for in situ cell characterization has been established:
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) together with a
Tafel analysis, which allows to quantify the parameters of a Tafel
cell voltage model and contributions beyond.7,8 The EIS measure-
ments are performed, and a polarization curve is recorded. The first
allows, among other characteristics to determine the ohmic resis-
tance RΩ, which is often done by using an quivalent circuit (EC) of a
cell as can be seen in Refs. 9–11. After RΩ has been measured, the
polarization curve can be corrected for the ohmic overpotential.
These reduced voltages are then used to perform a Tafel analysis to
gain insights into the kinetics defining the rate determining
reaction.12

However, this cannot be applied to large cells. For EIS the
limitation lies in the maximum current that can be delivered. In
Ref. 3 a limit of approximately 100 A is stated. Even if this limit was
increased to 1000 A, for industrial size cells (e.g. 1 m2 as stated in
Ref. 13) this would give a maximum current density of 0.1 A cm−2,
which is too small to gain insights into typical operating ranges
extending to 2 A cm−2. In addition, the instruments are expensive
and have limitations for industrial size cells with very low
impedances, for high frequency measurements.14 Hence, EIS is
usually used in laboratories and not in commercial electrolysis stacks
in the field.

Even if the ohmic resistance could be measured, a Tafel analysis
can neither be performed. Longer operation periods at low current
densities (e.g. several minutes with current densities ranging from
0.01 to 0.1 A cm−2) as required to perform a Tafel analysis are
typically not possible in industrial configurations, due to safety
restrictions regarding foreign gas concentrations. This is due to
increased volumetric hydrogen contents in oxygen on the anode side
of the cell for small current densities.15

Other procedures for cell characterization are scarce. Sometimes
only cell voltage and current density are used to determine
parameters for describing a full polarization curve (e.g.16,17).
However, they lack the comparison to the parameters obtained by
EIS and Tafel analysis and focus solely on reproducing the net cell
voltage.

One possibility is given by the so-called current interrupt method
(CI): CI is a standard technique in electrochemistry and used in
various systems to determine their ohmic resistance.12 The current atzE-mail: Tobias.Krenz@siemens-energy.com
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which a system is operated is abruptly interrupted (or altered
significantly) and from the instantaneous voltage response the ohmic
resistance is determined.12

In PEM fuel cells (PEMFC) most publications consider CI as a
technique to determine the ohmic resistance only (e.g.8,18–20). Other
authors fit more complex equivalent circuits (ECs) to the measured
response, as done in Refs. 21, 22. An interesting example is the work
of Jaounen et al.23,24 where it is shown that equivalent information
as in the standard analysis can be gained by a single current interrupt
event. Tafel slope, exchange current density, double layer capacity
and proton conductivity of the membrane are calculated, and the
results are compared with those obtained from EIS and Tafel
analysis. Good agreement for current densities up to 0.2 A cm−2

is shown. In Refs. 23, 24 a slightly more complex polarization model
is used for PEMFC than the one we are introducing in this work for
PEMWE.

In PEMWE van der Merwe et al.25 use CI with a Randles EC to
determine RΩ, Rct and Cdl. The agreement with EIS measurements
for RΩ is good for the investigated current densities. For Rct

however, the agreement only holds for current densities of up to
0.1 A cm−2. Martinson et al.26 use a more complex EC that still
consists of solely linear components. The procedure used to
determine the ECʼs parameters is composed of four different steps
that contain interruption of the current and stimulation of the
system with a range of frequencies. However, this still does not
allow to determine comparable information to the standard
technique (e.g. Tafel slope and exchange current density remain
unknown).

In contrast to these works, we introduce an improved, yet simple
CI technique that allows to determine ohmic resistance, kinetic
parameters of a Tafel model and the capacity of the double layer.
Hence, equivalent insights as from the standard techniques is gained
by a single interruption of the current and by steady state operation
at a single low load point. We are using experimental data to directly
compare results from standard cell characterization measurements
(EIS & Tafel analysis) with dynamic voltage responses from CI
measurements. The parameters RΩ, Cdl, ba, i0 are derived with only
small deviation from the values obtained by the aforementioned
techniques.

The paper is structured as follows: First CI as a method for cell
characterization is introduced by distinguishing between the inter-
pretation of the immediate voltage response and the following
voltage decay. The interpretation of the voltage decay requires
considering the non-linearity of the charge transfer resistance. We
are then introducing the experimental set up and the used protocols
for cell conditioning, standard cell characterization and CI. This is
followed by the results of standard cell characterization and cell
characterization using CI including a comparison of both. Finally,
we give an outlook and are concluding and summarizing our
findings.

CI and Options for Interpretation

In this section two aspects of interpretation that can be applied to
characterize a cell by CI are introduced. The immediate response,
which is the standard utilization of the CI technique to determine the
ohmic resistance of PEM cells, and the subsequent decay of the cell
voltage. To analyze the decay, we present an improved evaluation,
that includes the determination of the Tafel slope. To gain equivalent
information as from EIS and Tafel analysis the evaluation of the cell
voltage at a low current density, here 0.1 A cm−2 is used.

Immediate response.—A typical EC to describe a PEMWE cell’s
behavior is the simple Randles EC as used in Ref. 25, which is
shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, RΩ is the ohmic resistance, Cdl is the double layer
capacitance and Rct is the charge transfer resistance. The immediate
voltage response is used to determine the ohmic resistance (cf.
Fig. 2).

When the current is interrupted the voltage over RΩ disappears
instantaneously. To calculate the ohmic resistance Eq. 1 is used:

R
U U

I I
1init 1

init 1
= −

−
[ ]Ω

As long as the ohmic resistance is described by a single linear
resistor connected in series with its neighboring components the
calculation of the ohmic resistance remains unchanged even when
more complex ECs are used.

Subsequent voltage decay.—The evaluation of the transient
following the immediate voltage drop and the possibilities to determine
Rct (including Tafel parameters ba and i0), as well as Cdl is the focus of
this work. Equation 2 together with Eq. 3 describe the discharge of a RC
network with a constant charge transfer resistance and is introduced for
the sake of comparison with the approach presented below.

t e 2
t

act act
0η η( ) = · [ ]τ

−

R C 3ct dlτ = · [ ]

When using the simple Randles EC with a constant Rct parameterized
by EIS, time constants for the discharge are typically in the range of
double-digit milliseconds. According to Eqs. 2 and 3, after 5 · τ 99.3% of
the activation overpotential should have vanished and the cell potential
approaches Nernst potential. As shown in other publications (e.g.23,25)
and in the results part of this work, this does not agree with the observed
behavior in experiments, where the cell voltage approaches Nernst
potential much slower. The experimental observation cannot be ex-
plained in this framework. Therefore, as prescribed by the polarization
behavior, a non-linear charge transfer resistance whose resistance
increases with decreasing current is used, which describes the slowed
down discharge much more accurately.

Figure 1. Randles equivalent circuit.

Figure 2. Schematic showing calculation of RΩ using immediate voltage
drop: voltage response (black) and electrolysis current (red).
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Model equations.—The transient potential resulting from Randles
EC, Eqs. 2 and 3, can be altered by allowing for non-constant
resistance, Rct. This is achieved by formulating the voltage over the
charge transfer resistance using the Tafel equation:

b
i t

i
ln 4act a

ct

0
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η = · ( ) [ ]

By dividing Eq. 4 by the current passing Rct, the effective resistance
can be calculated:

R
b i t i

i t

ln
5ct

a ct 0

ct
= · ( ( ) )

( )
[ ]

To fully describe the EC, Equations for an ideal capacitor (Eq. 6)
and for Kirchhoff’s current law (Eq. 7) are used.

C
d t

dt
i t 6dl

act
dl

η
·

( )
= ( ) [ ]

i t i t i t 0 7ct dl( ) − ( ) − ( ) = [ ]Ω

Manipulation of Eqs. 4, 6, and 7 gives:

d

dt

i t

C

i

C

t

b
exp 8

a

act

dl

0

dl

act
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η η
= ( ) − ·

( )
[ ]Ω

At times after a CI (iΩ = 0), Eq. 8 can be rewritten as:

d
b

i

C
dtexp 9

a
act

act 0

dl
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η
η

· − = − · [ ]

Integration allows to solve the differential equation and further
manipulation grants an explicit formulation of the voltage drop. This
is given by Eq. 10 (cf. Appendix A.2 for the full mathematical
derivation):

t b t
i

b C

i

I
ln 10act a

0

a dl

0

int
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η ( ) = − · ·
·

+ [ ]

Equation 10 is a slightly simplified version of the equation given
in Ref. 23 and takes the differences between PEMFC and PEMWE
into account, resulting in opposite signs. It describes the voltage
discharge after the electrolysis current has reached 0 and contains
only the activation overpotential. Equation 8 is more general than
Eq. 10 and describes the activation overpotential during operation,
ramping down, as well as after a shutdown.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the shown approach is
not covering mass transport losses. To avoid any disturbance in the
voltage decay caused by disappearing mass transport losses, a
limited period after the current has been interrupted should be
disregarded in the analysis or when using Eq. 8 only times with
sufficiently low current densities should be considered. Guidance on
how to choose a proper interval is given later in this section.

At voltages close to Nernst potential, the Tafel approximation
may be replaced with the Butler-Volmer equation as detailed in
Appendix A.1, but at times of the voltage response during which the
cell potential is significantly above Nernst potential
(Ucell ⩾ 1.35 V? UNernst ≈ 1.19 V is focus of this work, as shown
in theExperimental setup section), the Tafel equation is a sufficiently
accurate simplification (cf. Appendix A.1).

Parameter estimation.—To obtain Rct, ba, i0, and Cdl a two step
approach is proposed. In order to achieve good results the selection of
an appropriate fit interval is important. Since mass transport losses are
not covered by Eq. 10 the fit interval needs to be adjusted accordingly.

Firstly, the Tafel slope can be found from an η-vs-log(t) plot

following Eq. 10. This is achieved by a linear regression of:

y b t b
b C

i
ln ln 11a a

a dl

0
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= − · ( ) + · · [ ]

b t cln 12a= − · ( ) + [ ]

Equation 12 is only valid if the following inequality is kept

t b C

I
a dl

int
≫ · . A mathematical justification for Eq. 12 and the just

mentioned criterion is given in Appendix A.3.
As in standard Tafel analysis, appearance of notable mass

transfer losses is best to be avoided. To ensure this is maintained
and mass transport losses have vanished, in the results part of this
work, the interval used starts from 1 s after the current has been
interrupted. The interval runs until the expected linear voltage vs log
(t) relation is violated. The justification of this setting and further
aspects of how to choose an appropriate interval are givenin the
section about detailed discussion of discharge behavior.

After the Tafel slope and the parameter c have been determined, in a

second step i0 and Cdl can be derived. From Eq. 12 only the ratio C

i
dl

0
can

be found, but considering a steady state measurement of the cell voltage
allows to decouple i0 and Cdl. The previously fitted value for ba may be
used and one additional steady state measurement at a low current
density (in the following at 0.1 A cm−2) is taken. At such a low current
density the cell’s overpotential consist predominantly of ohmic and
activation losses and residual losses can be neglected. Both values are
then used to evaluate Eq. 4 and solve for i0:

i i
i

b
exp 130

act

a
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η
= ·

( )
[ ]

Figure 3. Experimental setup at Institute of Electric Power Systems.
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i
U U i R

b
exp 14cell rev

a
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= · − − · [ ]Ω

This allows to fully decouple i0 and Cdl by linking the transient
response with steady state data.

Finally, Cdl can be calculated using Eqs. 11 and 12 which gives:

C
b

i

c

b
exp 15a

a
dl

0
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= · [ ]

For sampling intervals much longer than the reported
5− 10 ns27,28 the measured voltage response can be corrected by
the contribution of the voltage drop due to the intermediate discharge
of the double layer, provided that ba, i0 and Cdl are known and the
current is interrupted instantaneously.

R
U U t

I I
16corrected init 1 act

int 1

η δ
=

− − Δ ( )
−

[ ]Ω

t b
I

i
b t

i

b C

I

i
ln ln 17a a

a
act

int

0

0

dl

int

0
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

η δ δΔ ( ) = − · + · ·
·

+ [ ]

The intermediate discharge is calculated using Eq. 17, which is used
to calculate the discharge corrected value of RΩ in Eq. 16. The
discharge interval δt can be set to half the sampling interval:

t T1 2 18sδ = · [ ]

In general, EIS and CI methods do not produce the same results
and some deviation is to be expected. For PEMFCs, where the use of
CI for cell characterization seems to be more common than for
PEMWE, the preferred technique for assessing a cell’s ohmic
resistance varies for different individual research groups.19

Experimental Setup

In the following, the experimental setup and the used test
protocols are described.

Hardware setup.—A 4 cm2 single PEM water electrolysis cell
(Fraunhofer Institut für Solare Energiesysteme) is used for the CI
measurements.29 The cell contains a catalyst coated membrane
(CCM) with Nafion N115. The anode is coated with 2.0 mg cm2 Ir
as a catalyst and the cathode with 1.0 mg cm2 Pt. On the anode side a
1.0 mm titanium porous transport layer (PTL) and a 214 μm
hydrophobic graphite PTL (Freudenberg, E20H) on the cathode
side is used. The experiments are performed at a test bench which is
shown in Fig. 3.

All measurements are executed at a cell temperature of 80 °C,
ambient pressure and an anode water feed of 100 mL mim 1− . A
Biologic SP-150 potentiostat with a 20 A booster is used to perform
the CI and impedance measurements.

Test protocol.—To assure stable performance of the samples, the
cell is conditioned for 1 h at 80 °C. This is followed by the measurement
of three polarization curves with integrated impedance measurements
(POL-EIS-curve) in a current density range of 0.001− 4 A cm−2. Each
current density is held for 20 s with a subsequent galvanostatic
impedance measurement in the frequency ranges from 1 Hz to
100 kHz and an amplitude of 10% of the current value.

The CI measurements are repeatedly performed at different
current densities which is visualized in Fig. 4. The current density
Iint at which the cell is operated before the CI, ranges from 0.1 to
2.0 A cm−2. The current is then interrupted by setting the current to
0 A. This is done using the CI program provided by the potentiostat.
This allows to analyze the method over a wide range of operation. In
total 81 CI measurements are performed for various initial current
densities Iint: three repetitions at each 0.1 A cm−2-step except for
current densities of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 A cm−2 for which 10 repetitive
measurements are performed (cf. Fig. 4).

Before every CI measurement the current Iint is kept constant for
5 min to stabilize the cell with a data acquisition time of 100 ms.
Following this the current is interrupted for 10 s and the cell voltage is
recorded every 0.2 ms. To ensure that the cell does not switch into fuel
cell mode and to prevent any unwanted changes in the catalysts a
minimum cell potential is set at 1.3 V. If the cell voltage reaches this
threshold the protocol proceeds to the next stabilization step. It turned out
that the voltage threshold is not reached in any of the CIs performed.

After the CI experiments are completed the POL-EIS curve
measurements (as performed before the CI experiment) are repeated
to assess the stability of the electrolysis cell after the CI measure-
ments. This allows to compare the BoT and EoT state of the cell.

Results

Firstly, for the sake of comparison the cell characteristics
obtained using standard cell characterization techniques (EIS and
Tafel analysis) are shown. This is followed by the results of the CI
analysis. Finally, a comparison of the CI results with the standard
characterization technique is given.

Standard cell characterization methods.—The results of estab-
lished standard characterization by EIS and Tafel analysis are
summarized in Table I. Further details are available in Appendix B.
The variation of cell characteristics before/after the CI experiments
turn out to be very limited. The high repeatability of standard
characterization results assures a good basis for comparison of
characterization methods. An average of recordings before and after
CI experiments is used for comparison with CI-based results.

Current interrupt.—In the following, the results obtained from
CIs from 2.0Acm−2 are shown. The calculation of the ohmic
resistance and the subsequent voltage decay are typically decoupled.
The focus of this work is on describing the subsequent decay. This
section is closed with results for the ohmic resistance corrected by
the intermediate discharge. This is relevant since we are using a
rather scarce sampling interval of 0.2 ms.

Figure 4. CI experiment: operating ranges and repetitions.

Table I. Cell characterization using EIS and Tafel analysis including reproducibility of the measurements (1σ). The ohmic resistance RΩ is obtained
using the mean HFR for current densities ranging from 0.3 to 2.0 A cm−2 and the double layer capacity Cdl for a current density of 2.0 A cm−2.

RΩ in mΩ cm2 ba in mV dec−1 i0 in A cm−2 Cdl in mF cm−2

BoT 126.5 ± 0.02% 43.10 ± 0.37% 1.04e − 7 ± 5.2% 62.48 ± 0.18%
EoT 126.0 ± 0.03% 43.18 ± 0.36% 9.48e − 8 ± 3.6% 61.67 ± 0.63%
Combined/ Average 126.2 ± 0.21% 43.14 ± 0.38% 9.94e − 8 ± 6.6% 62.08 ± 0.66%
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Instant drop.—The results for the ohmic resistance RΩ deter-
mined for CIs from I0= 2.0 A cm−2 are shown in Table II. The
obtained values are on average 3.9% larger than those from the EIS
measurements. The ohmic resistance can be corrected for the time
passing between voltage recordings. This requires the knowledge of
the parameters ba, i0, and Cdl. Details are discussed at the end of the
section on the comparison of results. It can be assumed that this
deviation can be reduced with shorter sampling intervals.27

Subsequent voltage decay.—Applying the scheme presented in CI
and options for interpretation section for Eq. 10, a linear regression
over tlog( ) can be performed which is shown in Fig. 5. In a second
step, the resulting Tafel slope is used to determine i0 and Cdl by an
evaluation of the cell voltage at a steady load point of 0.1 A cm−2.

Comparison of results.—In the following, the cell characteristics
determined using standard and the proposed methods are compared.

Ohmic resistance.—Two values for the ohmic resistance calcu-
lated using CI are given: The direct response without and with the
correction for the discharge that has happened (cf. Eqs. 17, 16). The
values are compared with EIS results. The correction can only be
calculated if the parameters ba, i0, and Cdl are known.

Both values are in good agreement with the HFR that is measured
using EIS over the entire range invesitaged current densities.
However, an offset of 5.5% with respect to the mean HFR
measurements can be observed for the direct CI method. When
applying the previously introduced correction (cf. Eqs. 16) the offset
can be reduced to 3.9%. We thus assume that shorter sampling
intervals would reduce the deviation. This is in agreement with the
findings in Refs. 27 and 30. Other suggestions on how to improve
the agreement are given in the section on possible improvements.

In Fig. 6a the results of the calculation of the ohmic resistance are
shown for all 81 CI measurements where blue dots show the direct
calculation, green dots the discharge corrected values, and red dots
the values obtained using EIS. The measurement of the latter is
further described in Appendix B.

As can be seen in Fig. 6a the agreement remains very good over
the entire range from which the CIs are executed. Moreover, all
methods show similar trends. For current densities below
0.3 A cm−2 the ohmic resistance is significantly lower than for
current densities above 0.3 A cm−2 and for current densities above,
the ohmic resistance reaches a plateau. The increase of the ohmic
resistance before the plateau however, is shifted by around
0.1 A cm−2 toward smaller current densities when using CI instead
of HFR measurements.

Multiple measurements are barely visible in Fig. 6a, indicating
the good reproducibility of results.

Tafel parameters.—The calculation of the Tafel slope is per-
formed by fitting the voltage decay as described by Eq. 12. In a
subsequent step the exchange current density is calculated using an
additional evaluation of a single steady state load point at
0.1 A cm−2 to solve Eq. 13.

In Fig. 6b the results obtained from CI measurements from
various initial current densities are shown (blue dots). These are
compared with the results obtained from standard cell characteriza-
tion (black line, gray face showing standard deviation, for more
details see Appendix B). For all current densities a good agreement
is shown. However, for initial current densities smaller than
0.3 A cm−2, the values obtained from CI tend to be slightly lower
than the reference. From 0.6 A cm−2 upward the calculated Tafel
slope slowly approaches the values measured using the standard
technique (43.14 mV dec−1) and remain stable for larger values of
the initial current Iint.

In Fig. 6c the fitted exchange current density is compared with
the measured one using EIS and Tafel analysis. The blue dots are
obtained using the calculated Tafel slope and an additional evalua-
tion of a steady state voltage at i= 0.1 A cm−2. The black line shows

Table II. Cell characterization using CI from Iinit = 2.0 A cm−2 including reproducibility (1σ).

RΩ in R corrected
Ω in ba in i0 Cdl in

mΩ cm2 mΩ cm2 mV dec−1 A cm−2 mF cm−2

131.3 ± 0.07% 129.34 ± 0.07% 42.45 ± 0.76% 8.21e − 8 ± 10.5% 53.85 ± 1.85%

Figure 5. Regression in time domain for CI from 2.0 A cm−2: measured
discharge (blue) and regression (red).
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the measured exchange current density using the standard Tafel
analysis and the gray face the corresponding standard deviation. The
values obtained from CI are systematically smaller which is due to
the deviation in the obtained Tafel slope. However, the deviations
are rather small, especially for larger values of Iint.

Double layer capacity.—The double layer capacity is calculated
using the previously obtained values for the Tafel slope and
exchange current density which allow to solve Eq. 15. A comparison
of the resulting values using EIS at a current density of
i= 2.0 A cm−2 and CI is given in Table II for Iint = 2.0 A cm−2

and in Fig. 6d for various values of Iint. The values calculated using
CI are slightly smaller than the one using EIS. Both deviations for i0
and Cdl follow a similar trend, which is related to the coupling as
expressed in Eq. 12.

Discharge correction.—The discharge correction can only be
performed after the cell has been fully characterized. Assuming an

ideal step-wise current interrupt, the voltage can be expected to drop
in the interval between two recordings as prescribed by the
exponential voltage decay.

For the used sampling interval of Ts = 0.2 ms, Iint = 2.0 A cm−2

and the parameters from Table II, together with Eqs. 16 and 17 this
leads to:

t T I2, 2 A cm 3.38 mV 19sact int
2η δΔ ( = = ) = [ ]−

R
I I

1.91 m A cm 20act

int 1

2η
Δ =

Δ
−

= Ω [ ]Ω

R 129.34 m cm 21corrected 2= Ω [ ]Ω

This reduces the offset of the calculated ohmic resistance for
Iinit = 2.0 A cm−2 from 3.9% to 2.4%. For the entire range of
current densities investigated, the discharge correction improves

Figure 6. Cell characteristics obtained using EIS and Tafel analysis (black line/squares, gray face showing one standard deviation) compared with CI (blue line/
dots): (a) ohmic resistance (green line/triangles showing discharge corrected values for ohmic resistance obtained using CI), (b) Tafel slope, (c) Exchange current
density, (d) double layer capacity (reference obtained using EIS at 2 A cm−2).
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the agreement between EIS and CI significantly (cf. Fig. 6a). Over
the investigated range the mean offset of 5.5% is reduced to 3.9%.

Discussion

The following section discusses the discharge behavior and gives
a justification of the chosen fit interval. Moreover, requirements,
limitations and possible improvements of the proposed approach are
given.

Detailed discussion of discharge behavior.—The discharge
behavior after the immediate voltage response is shown in Fig. 7
where the measurement is given by the solid blue line, the simulated
discharge based on Eq. 10 with parameters from Table II by the red
dash-dotted line and the fit interval by the gray face.

Since mass transport losses are not part of the presented approach
they have to be considered when choosing a start time of the fit
interval. The stop time of the fit interval is chosen by considering the
expected linearity of the discharge over log(t). As shown in Fig. 7b
during the first 2 ms of the voltage decay, the cell voltage remains
above the calculated values.

This offset could be explained by mass transport losses.
However, longer time constants for the mass transport losses are
reported in Ref. 31 with τ= 0.1 s. The disappearing mass transport
losses might also be overlapped by the cathodic discharge which is
supposed to be much faster than the anodic discharge whilst being
much smaller in magnitude. In an EC containing RC circuits for both
anode and cathode side the immediate discharge of the cathodic

double layer would likely to dominate the voltage response within
the first milliseconds. Apart from the disappearing mass transport
losses this might be the dominate cause for deviations between
simulation and measurement during this interval.

Other than avoiding disappearing mass transport losses, when
using the presented approach for cell characterization, it is
important to maintain the criterion defined by Eq. 12. This is
necessary since the Tafel slope was calculated using a linear
regression over a logarithmic time axis. As can be seen in the
measured discharge in Fig. 7b this linearity is reached after around
0.1 s after the current has been interrupted. For smaller values of
Iint this time increases, which is why we have chosen 1.0 s in order
to achieve good results for varying current densities without using
adaptive intervals.

The end time of the fit interval was set to 5 s after the current was
interrupted which is due to the accelerated discharge that can be seen
in Fig. 7b. This accelerated voltage drop can be explained by a
change in the Nernst potential. After a longer period without
electrolysis current, the concentration of product gases in the cell
decreases causing a decreasing of the Nernst potential.32 However,
such a correction is not included in our calculations. Another
explanation for the accelerated discharge can be found by con-
sidering the discharge current (cf. Fig. 8) for times of the accelerated
discharge and linking them with Tafel analysis in Fig. B·3. In the
Tafel analysis given in Fig. B·3, the observed slope tends to increase
for such small current densities, which would explain an increased
discharge rate for times when the discharge current falls below a
certain value.

Figure 7. Discharge behavior for CI from 2.0 A cm−2: measured (solid blue line), using a Randles EC with non-linear Rct (dash-dotted red line) and used fit
interval (gray face).
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CI’s demands for cell characterization.—CI for cell character-
ization has certain demands on the available sampling intervals of
the sensor data, the ramp rate as well as the maximum current at
which a cell can be operated.

Sampling intervals.—The high demands for sampling intervals of
5− 10 ns that are formulated for CI in literature (e.g.27,28) do not
seem entirely necessary. This demand is only formulated for the
calculation of the ohmic resistance. However, even for the provided
0.2 ms the results aligned well with EIS measurements and could
even be improved by considering the voltage drop due to the
intermediate discharge of the double layer between two voltage
measurements.

The calculation of the kinetic parameters should not require
sampling intervals shorter than 100 ms. This becomes obvious when
looking at the time constant of the discharge obtained by the
improved CI method (cf. Fig. 8). Even for cells with very low
activation overpotential and very small double layer capacity the
suggested 100 ms are still sufficient. The minimum requirements for
the sampling rate of the sensors can be reduced drastically,
especially when focusing on the Tafel parameters.

Ramp rate and maximum remaining current.—Minimum require-
ments for the ramp rate for the current profile during shutdown/
interrupt and the maximum remaining current after the current has
been cut (cf. I1 in Fig. 2) still need to be determined. Both points
need to be discussed when applying this method to industrial scale
cells or stacks. In industrial applications the power electronics are
likely to be significantly slower in interrupting the electrolysis
current than laboratory equipment.

In Fig. 8, a minimum current can be derived by analyzing the
corresponding time constant. In order to reduce the time constant to
values above 1 s the discharge current needs to fall below
0.01 A cm−2.

Repeatedly switching a PEMWE cell off and on can increase the
cells degradation compared to more steady operation.33 This effect
can be significantly reduced when, instead of switching to open
circuit voltage a certain cell potential (e.g. 1.3 V) is maintained.34 As
shown in the result part of this work, the activation overpotential
remains above 0.15 V for the full 10 s the current is interrupted and

therefore the cell potential remains well above 1.3 V, leaving
sufficient time for analyzing the voltage decay.

Similarities with Tafel equation.—The similarities of Eq. 10 and
Eq. 4 (Tafel equation) are obvious. In the following a short
interpretation of the parameters in Eq. 10 is given.

Since the equation is only valid as long as the voltage remains
positive the corresponding criterion is formulated in Eq. 22:

t t
I i

I i
b C 22amax

int 0

int 0
dl⩽ = −

·
· · [ ]

For an initial current of Iint = 2.0 A cm−2 and the corresponding
parameters from Table II this gives t 1.45 10 smax

4= × .
Analogously to i0 for the Tafel equation, tmax marks the value where
the activation potential switches signs. Anything in close proximity
to this value is therefore not well described by Eq. 10. As can be
seen in the results part of this work, the discharge leaves the
predicted decay much earlier (after around 5 to 6 s) and the cell
voltage begins to decrease faster. As discussed in the Detailed
discussion of discharge behavior section this could be due to a
change in the Nernst potential or the observed higher Tafel slope for
very small current densities in Appendix B.

Possible improvements.—In the following, possible improve-
ments regarding the presented method are discussed.

Reducing the offset in calculated ohmic resistances.—As shown
in Fig. 6a the values for RΩ obtained from CI are systematically
larger than the values generate using EIS measurements. Two
possible phenomena might help to further explain the remaining
deviations:

(i) Distinguishing between anodic and cathodic activation over-
potential ( a

actη and c
actη ) changes the predicated discharge in-

between two voltage measurements as described in Eq. 16. Due
to a higher reaction rate on the cathode (compared to the
anode) the time constant of the cathodic discharge is much
smaller than the time constant of the anodic discharge
( a c

act actτ τ≫ ). However, it is important to point out that the
anodic overpotential is much larger than the cathodic over-
potential.

(ii) Considering the voltage drop due to disappearing mass trans-
port losses.As pointed out in the CI and options for interpreta-
tion section the presented approach does not cover mass
transport losses. Hence, a voltage during the time step in
which the current is interrupted caused by decreasing mass
transport losses is not captured and might interfere with the
calculation of RΩ. However, this effect only a has small
contribution. The reduction of ηmt after the current is inter-
rupted can be described as follows:

t t1 exp 23mt mt
0

mtη η τΔ ( ) = Δ · ( − (− / )) [ ]

For 5 mVmt
0η = for i= 2.0 A cm−2 and an assumed time constant of

τmt = 100 ms31 this gives:

t 0.2 ms 0.1 mV 24mtηΔ ( = ) = [ ]

which leads to a neglectable correction of RΩ of:

R
t

I I

0.2 ms
0.056 m cm 25

o
,mt

mt

1

2η
Δ =

Δ ( = )
−

= Ω [ ]Ω

Simultaneous fitting.—Simultaneously fitting the steady state data
and voltage decay should allow to better estimate the parameters.
The steady state polarization curve is given by:

Figure 8. Time constant t R i t Cct ct ct dlτ ( ) = ( ( ))· (red) and current ict(t) (blue)
of double layer discharge for CI performed from 2.0 A cm−2.
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Additionally, when applying this coupled approach containing the
steady state polarization, time-dependent currents, Iint, and respec-
tive implicit mass transport losses can be accounted for. Aside from
that, the sensitivity to random noise of measurement signals should
reduced if data from a longer recording interval is accounted for.

Summary, Conclusion, and Outlook

Using a revised interpretation performed for current densities
ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 A cm−2 a full cell characterization including
ohmic resistance, Tafel parameters, double layer capacitance and an
assessment for mass transport overpotentials can be obtained at
comparable quality to standard characterization using EIS and Tafel
measurements.

Regarding the ohmic resistance, the deviations between EIS and
CI for sampling intervals of 0.2 ms are rather small (3.9% for
measurements performed from 2.0 A cm−2). A reduction to devia-
tions of 2.4% can be achieved by considering the discharge that is
taking place in between the two initial voltage measurements.

When considering the non-linearity of the charge transfer
resistance, the Tafel slope can be calculated. For a reliable
calculation of exchange current density and capacity of the double
layer an additional evaluation of the cell voltage at one steady load
point of 0.1 A cm−2 is used. A short operation of 60 s at a relatively
small current density seems feasible with respect to foreign gas
concentrations. Deviations between standard procedure (EIS and
Tafel analysis) are small for all current densities at which the CI was
performed. Demands on sampling rate are only high for the
calculation of the ohmic resistance and can be relaxed using methods
proposed in the Discussion section. For the calculation of ba, i0 and
Cdl they lie in the range of 1 s.

Additionally, the agreement of the measured and the predicted
voltage response is significantly improved by considering the non-
linearity of charge transfer resistance. It exceeds the advances
reported in literature through more complex ECs. This good
agreement remains for the full 10 s the current is interrupted.

It is also important to point out, that even though the fit interval
needs to be adjusted two criteria for the selection of an appropriate
fit interval could be formulated leaving sufficient data for mean-
ingful evaluation. The first is to rule out significant disturbances
caused by disappearing mass transport losses. The second is the
linearity of the discharge over tlog( ).

Results indicate that a cell characterization that gains equivalent
insights as EIS and Tafel analysis can be performed without the
limitations of the standard techniques with regards to cell size and
smallest applicable load (in regards to foreign gas concentrations).
Hence, we believe it helps to understand degradation processes in
industrial scale cells and allow to monitor the state of a cell/stack in
industrial applications.

In future work we will further refine requirements on sampling
and ramp rate as well as the maximum current after a CI.
Additionally, we plan to introduce CI measurements in degradation
tests to assess the long-term sensitivity of our approach. Since the
technique can be applied to industrial scale cells and stacks
experiments and data analysis are planned accordingly.

Appendix A. Model Equations: Derivations and Alternative
Formulations

In this section alternative formulations, the mathematical deriva-
tion and justifications for the equations used in this work are shown.

A.1. Model equations using butler volmer.—Instead of using
the Tafel equation to calculate the activation overpotential one could
use the Butler-Volmer equation:35

i i
T T

exp
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R
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R
A 1c

ct 0
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⎧
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⎛
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⎛
⎝

⎞
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⎫
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· − − · ·
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Together with Eqs. 6, 7 and further manipulation this yields:
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However, in the experimental data used in this work the cell voltage
remains above 1.35 V which is the equivalent of an activation
overpotential of around 0.16 V. For symmetric charge transfer
coefficients (αa = αc = 0.5) and an operating temperature of 80 °C
this yields:

i i exp 5.26 exp 5.26 A 3ct 0= · { ( ) − (− )} [ · ]

The contribution of the backward reaction is not significant for such
cell potentials, hence, the Tafel equation a valid simplification of the
Butler-Volmer equation. This statement also holds for αa > αc. For
example, for αa = 0.9 and αc = 0.1:

i i exp 9.46 exp 1.05 A 4ct 0= · { ( ) − (− )} [ · ]

A.2. Derivation of explicit discharge equation.—In the fol-
lowing the detailed manipulations for the formulation of Eq. 10 are
presented.

Firstly, Eq. 9 is integrated:

b
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The activation overpotential at t0= 0 can be calculated with

Iint = i(t0) and t b lna
I

iact 0
int

0
η ( ) = · ( ). Using these integration limits

yields:
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Rearranging gives:
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Which finally leads to the explicit formulation given by Eq. 10:
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This explicit formulation of the activation overpotential also allows
to formulate the discharge current explicitly:

t i t A 9act act ctη η( ) = ( ( )) [ · ]
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A.3. Derivation of equation used for linear regression.—We
start to solve Eq. 12 for log(t) by manipulating Eq. 10:
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Further manipulation yields:
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This can be approximated by Eq. 12 which is valid when
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For the measured parameters in th section on standard cell character-
ization methods this gives for t I 2.0 A cm 0.6 msmin init

2( = ) =− and
for t I 0.1 A cm 12.5 msmin init

2( = ) =− . In order to perform the simple
regression as introduced in the section on Current interrupt the fit
interval should start at least one order of magnitude after these
calculated values. Since we have chosen the fit interval to start at 1.0 s
this condition is kept for all the results shown in this work. It still
allows a decent interval of 4 s duration for relevant data collection.

Appendix B. Standard Cell Characterization

In the following the results for the standard cell characterization
consisting of EIS and Tafel analysis are presented.

B.1. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.—Figure B·1
shows the measured impedances in a Nyquist plot for 5 chosen
current densities varying from 0.3 to 2.0 A cm−2. These impedances
are analyzed using Randles EC which is shown in Fig. 1. The time
constant τ can be calculated by

f

1

2
B 1

0

τ
π

=
· ·

[ · ]

where f0 is the frequency in Hz for which Im Z(− ) reaches its
maximum value.11 For 2.0 A cm−2 a double layer capacity of
62.5 mF cm−2 is calculated. In Fig. B·2 the measured high frequency
resistance (HFR) is shown for current densities between 0.001 and
4.0 A cm−2.

For current densities below 0.3 A cm−2 the HRF drops and turns
unstable for very low values. For the further characterization of the
cell RΩ(i) is used since for current densities relevant for the Tafel
analysis the deviations between the mean and the specific ohmic
resistance are significant.

B.2. Tafel analysis.—After the ohmic resistance has been
measured the cell voltage can be reduced by the ohmic losses:

U i U i i R i B 2celliRfree ( ) = ( ) − · ( ) [ · ]Ω

The voltage calculated using Eq. B·2 can be reduced by subtracting
the Nernst reversible potential Urev from the activation overpotential:

i U i i R i U B 3act cell revη ( ) = ( ) − · ( ) − [ · ]Ω

Equation B·3 is only valid when mass transport losses are
insignificant, hence, for small current densities.

The Nernst potential was calculated using the approach from
Ref. 36 which is a temperature correction for atmospheric pressure.
For the given operating temperature of 80 °C this results in
1.18339 V.

Figure B·1. Nyquist plots for different current densities measured just
before CI was performed.

Figure B·2. High frequency resistance measurements for various current
densities and mean ohmic resistance.
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Figure B·3 shows a Tafel analysis performed for
i ∈ [0.01 A cm−2, 0.1 A cm−2] right before the CI experiments
were executed.

Mass transport losses can be defined as the residual:

i U i i i U B 5mt cell act revη η η( ) = ( ) − ( ) − ( ) − [ · ]Ω
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